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bonus reason: great stories about the behind the scenes of the
filmmaking process, especially in the episode where james foxx,

one of the show’s producers, discusses how he worked with kevin
hart on a flashback sequence in the first episode. but if you are a
fan of the show, then you already know about those. there is also

a really fun segment in this episode where james and iggy talk
about the video game, final fantasy vii, and some of the

characters they both like. so if you like to check out some of the
world’s greatest video games, then watch it, even if its not a

basketball show. in november, the verge reported that netflix was
in talks to acquire chilling adventures of sabrina, a horror series
for the service that premiered in 2017. the streaming giant has

yet to comment on the report, but the show has made big moves
since then. netflix initially gave the green light to a second

season, and in january, it renewed the series for a third and fourth
season. next up for sabrina is a spinoff titled riverdale, and the

series is reportedly eyeing a september premiere date. it might be
best to wait for a netflix binge in its entirety, rather than jump

from season 1 to seasons 2 to 3 to 4. the cable-network original is
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an overstuffed pop culture corn-fest that consists of randomly
interwoven stories, but they add up to something. (cant wait for

the pussycats to take on the jotuns.) there are the requisite
college stories, and the obligatory rom-com on the side, but every
episode has a character arc to go with it. the chemistry between
the central cast is one of the highlights of the series. the series
also has a number of other impressive actors in smaller roles,

including patton oswalt as an annoying dj at the sunscreen party,
and michael kenneth williams as a drug-dealing cousin.
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bonus reason: the first season of this show is reportedly the most
well-received season in the entire series. the rest of the seasons
are filled with new characters and world-building, and its pretty
clear theres a ton of work to do. so while this first season takes

place in the future, its a wild and imaginative future, and its
probably the best chance fans have of continuing the story. just
be sure to avoid the second season, which is set in the present

day, because that is much worse than the future. in the end, the
jamie foxx show is an exciting new show with plenty of potential.
it was blessed with a strong, interesting first season, and with a
few more years to continue its story, it has lots of time to live up
to the hype. but like anything else, its all going to depend on the

quality of the next few seasons. you'll never guess what happened
this week on abcs the morning show. is this a great news story?
nope, its a great use of tv time. granted, theres no prank of the

week or a game show of the week, but this episode of the morning
show is the best in a long time. it features a good segment on the
great 8, complete with a host segment for one of the players, and
a great monologue from one of the hosts (trevor noah), who takes
a few digs at a few of the other players. plus, it has a segment on

the nba playoffs! then there are two great bits, one featuring a
mock-up of the upcoming the good place season 3 trailer,

complete with jason mendoza (tim meadows) dressed as michael
to play a voice-over role in the trailer. but thats not it. youll be in

awe of the amazing cast list, with plenty of familiar faces,
including james marsden (the dad from the tv show, west wing),
jesse williams (grey’s anatomy), and kristen bell (veronica mars)

on the list of the cast! then, in a david letterman-esque “my
guests want to say something,” theres a great segment featuring
will smith and brandy singing a remake of “i think i love you” with
the kids from good times. and of course, we have to talk about the

serious basketball. theres an in-depth segment on the knicks,
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complete with james and iggy dancing to the song “ho hey” from
the movie "the big short" along with carmelo, tim hardaway jr.,
kenyon martin, and robin lopez. then, theres a segment on the
nba playoffs, with steph curry and james davis (the best nba

player james has ever played with, except maybe his best friend
from school) chatting it up about the warriors, the spurs, and the
potential matchup in the nba finals. there is also a great segment

with a mock-up of the upcoming charlie strong season 3 trailer
with lamar jackson, and a funny bit with james and iggy dancing
to the song “come together” from the movie "back to the future."

and in the end, theres some serious basketball talk with iggy,
mike breen, and jason collins. there is no way to explain the
greatness of the show this week, and there is no way you will

want to miss it. its amazing, and you wont be disappointed. dont
miss it! 5ec8ef588b
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